Ready the Way

Based on Isaiah 40:3, 4a
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REFRAIN ($= ca. 72$)

Melody

Harmony

Ready the way, read-y the way, read-y the way_

read-y the way, read-y the way, read-y the way_

of the Lord. Ready the way, read-y the way,_

read-y the way of the Lord. Ready the way,_

2-4

Final

ad vent
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VERSE 1

1. Make straight the road, raise the valleys, and
   mountains make low. Turning from sin, let the broken be whole.

VERSES 2, 3

2. As we wait for you, give us the strength to walk in your truth.
3. Let us see your face; in our hearts we prepare a place.
   so we may love more like you and
   Come bring this world your mercy and grace, as we

2, 3. ready the way for you, Lord. Ready the way,